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COMMENTARY 

* Current week daily load plotted with past 3 months daily load 

Natural gas tried to rise off the $2 level earlier in the week as places in the country enjoying 80s last week were now experiencing 
snowstorms. Yesterday's EIA storage release quickly brought some reality back into the gas markets as storage levels were report-
ed above forecasts. More importantly, storage levels are now well above last year's mark and the 5-year average. This isn't just a 
US story, EIA reported that Canada has similar metrics with plenty of gas in storage. The market has gone from trying to antici-
pate a demand pick-up, such as LNG exports to Europe later in the year, to now wanting to see those exports come to fruition. In 
other words, this has gone from a 'what could happen' market, to a 'show me' market and electricity prices will follow. 

As the push to electrify while decarbonizing continues, utilities are going to face some challenges. While some of the goals might 
seem unattainable with current technology, it's clear that changes happening right now are already requiring new strategies. The 
current challenge is on the generation side where variable production is replacing baseload. Adoption of EVs is looking to be the 
biggest disruptor on the demand side as this has the potential to put some variability into load. Another issue is the question of 
how demand charges are recovered from a charging station with low utilization.  

The on-again, off-again deal where Algonquin Power's Liberty Utilities would acquire AEP's Kentucky Power is very much off 
again. Algonquin said this week that the parties were terminating the deal that had been announced in 2021. Completing the 
acquisition was looking more and more like a long shot after FERC had sent the parties back to the table to draw up a more 
thorough picture of what rates might look like after the deal. More recently, the Kentucky Public Service Commission, amongst 
others, joined in and urged FERC to reject a revised application based on uncertainty around transmission rates. In the end, 
Algonquin pulled the plug. 
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